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LINCOLN SAVAGE

Lincoln Savage tries to avoid buzzwords like “innovator” or “entrepreneur” when describing 

himself. However, it is impossible to deny that he is a visionary. Already the director of multi 

arts events Lost Movements and Scribble Slam, Lincoln is continuing to challenge locals’

preconceptions of the Brisbane arts scene with the launch of shared warehouse space Found.

Ever since he was a teenager, Lincoln Savage has possessed an itching curiosity to discover how 

things work. “I worked a lot with computers. I had a real problem-solving kind of thing,” he says, his 

fingers move restlessly over the table top as he speaks.  “Most of the time I was just figuring out how 

to get the internet to my bedroom somehow,” he chuckles. “It’s all about a challenge.”

It was this eagerness for a challenge that led Lincoln Savage from problem-solving in his bedroom to 

reshaping the Brisbane arts scene.

Growing up on the Sunshine Coast, Lincoln moved to Brisbane at the age of 20, eager to discover 

fresh challenges in a new city. While living in Brisbane, he first beheld the works of UK street artist 



Banksy. The vibrant, restless panache of Banksy’s street art, which was often rejected as an art form, 

inspired Lincoln with its strength and individuality. “When Banksy first came out, there were very 

politically charged statements in all his pieces,” he says. “All of a sudden this person who was 

invisible had become so hard-hitting and was saying things that other people just couldn’t say.”  It 

was Banksy’s positive influence in the world which led Lincoln to consider how he could make an 

impact in his own city.

Six years later Lincoln began studying Technology Innovation at QUT. Through the inventive 

thinking encouraged in his studies, he began to see opportunities to innovate not only within 

technology, but also within the Brisbane arts scene. “Technology is the same thing,” he comments on 

his deep interest in both technology and arts. “The arts is about pushing the outside of the envelope 

and trying new things. It’s the same with technology. It’s innovating. That’s such a buzzword, but it 

is. You see a problem and you solve it. You see an opportunity and you take it.”

Disappointed to find the Brisbane arts scene constrained and uninspiring, Lincoln saw vast

opportunities for improvement. Not contented to sit still, he set out to make a change, developing the 

not-for-profit arts organisation Lost Movements.

In addition to providing mentoring for budding artists, Lincoln’s main goal for Lost Movements is to 

support emerging artists through monthly multi arts events. These events, held in a melange of bars 

and studios throughout Brisbane, allow for audiences to enjoy a wide range of live music, art, 

burlesque, writing, and dance performances, without the limitations of a stage, page or gallery.

“If you’re at the Valley you just drink beers and talk smack, and that’s pretty much it.” Lincoln says, 

folding the edges of his napkin with always-moving fingertips. “But with something like Lost 

Movements, you’re going out–and sure, you’re drinking beer and talking smack–but at the same time, 

you’re interacting with an artist who’s painting a piece and you can ask them about the creative 

process. You can talk to a musician who’s playing in a warehouse and have a chat to him about what 

he does.”

In addition to providing exposure for emerging artists through the Lost Movements events, Lincoln 

hopes to encourage energetic, tangible interactions between audiences and artists as rarely offered 

before in Brisbane.  “We want people to get outside of their comfort zone and see that there’s a lot 

more out there than what they may have already established was there in Brisbane,” Lincoln says. As 

he speaks, the words spill rapidly from him, evidence of the passion he possesses for his project.  

“That’s the environment which is nurtured at these events, and that’s what we strive for–to break 

down those barriers.”

Lincoln did not stop with Lost Movements, however. Seeing the lack of support for street artists in 

Brisbane, Lincoln continued to transform the local arts scene with the conception of the live street art 



battle Scribble Slam. Held once a month at Kerbside Bar in Fortitude Valley, Scribble Slam is a live 

painting battle between two or more street artists. With a surprise theme or keyword announced at the 

beginning of each event, competitors are given 90 minutes to create individual pieces which are 

judged at the end of the timer. Local live bands and DJ sets also feature throughout the battle.

“Scribble Slam has got to be one of my favourites,” Lincoln admits with a smile.  “It’s very strong, 

it’s very well-supported. I pitched it to [Kerbside] after the first one we tried, and they loved the idea.  

So they came on board and helped cover costs, and once a month we have the show there.”

Like the Lost Movements events, Scribble Slam encourages interactions between audiences and artists.  

In addition to this, the street art battle is challenging Brisbane locals’ preconceptions of the art form.  

“It’s hard work,” Lincoln comments about street art, “but it’s completely different from the 

established norm of visual art. Most people love it now–they really appreciate street art. But there’s 

still a lot of people arguing that it’s not art.”
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Local emerging street artist Gus Eagleton is one of the budding talents who has been supported by 

Scribble Slam. “It gives street artists an opportunity to get involved, to socialise and meet new 

people,” the street artist comments on the live art battle. “But I think that on a bigger level it helps the 



public to see street art for what it is. It helps to give them a greater understanding– in particular it 

helps them to understand that street art is not just graffiti, you know.  It’s not just ruining stuff.”

As Lost Movements and Scribble Slam blossom rapidly in popularity, Lincoln is continuing to support 

local creatives with the launch of Found. Tucked in a side street of Albion, Found is a sprawling 

warehouse space featuring the vivid artwork of Gus and other home-grown street artists on its walls.

Lincoln had originally planned to use the warehouse space to host Lost Movements and Scribble Slam 

events. However this dream was quickly put to an end due to the difficulty he faced in changing the 

zoning of the warehouse so it could be used for public events. Although the council did eventually 

approve his request, the resulting application fees to finalise the change of zoning proved to be far too 

exorbitant. “It’s incredibly hard,” Lincoln sighs. “Brisbane City Council says, ‘Brisbane is a cultural 

city, we support the arts, bla bla bla.’ They say this, then when you try and do it, they make it into 

such a difficult process.”

However, Lincoln is far from discouraged. He still sees the great potential for the warehouse space, 

now hiring it out to local artists in order to accommodate their creative endeavours. Used as a 

rehearsal space, art gallery and dance studio, Found is encouraging the growth of a collaborative arts 

community in Brisbane.

Despite his rapidly growing résumé, Lincoln Savage is far from finished. He sees the bourgeoning 

potential in the Brisbane arts scene, and aims to continue fostering and fortifying it. “Brisbane is in a 

position to innovate more because it’s not so established,” he says. “In Brisbane, if somebody does 

something new, everyone gets really involved in it, thinks it’s different. I see heaps of potential for 

young artists in Brisbane.”


